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The top of the building, which is divided into four levels, is topped by a large lit sign with Plex's logo.
The building is connected to the, which is also the site of major freeways including I-110. On the first
level, which features a large glass entrance, is the, which is owned and operated by advertising
agency J. Walter Thompson (JWT). The agency's Lexus car commercials have been filmed in the
terminal. The building itself is a glass tower with an area of to accommodate a windbreak effect. The
tower's base is to the street level, and the top of the tower is above the street level, for a total height
of. The second level features a glass arcade that is similar to London's Gherkin. The area is mainly
used by the agency's employees and for other business purposes. The third level is a large open
space that is used for presentations and other purposes by JWT. The fourth level is a courtyard
similar to Shanghai's Jinmao Tower that is used as a vehicle garage. Since the opening of the Plaza
in early 2011, its success has been trumpeted in the New York Times, Bloomberg Businessweek,
CNN, and the Los Angeles Times. The Plaza Building was designed by, co-founder of Gensler. The
cost of building the Plaza was projected to be $120 million. The fourth level is 4,000 square feet in
size. The building has 530 parking spaces for vehicles, including 128 parking spaces for Lexus
vehicles. There is a landscaped forecourt in front of the Plaza Building, which is accessible to the
public, as the parking space is located in the same deck as the building's entrance. There is a curved
drive in front of the building, which connects to the. There are no major sidewalks along the of the
eastern side of Times Square. Corridor of the building North–south On the north side of Times
Square between West 42nd and West 44th Streets, there are nine "corner parks" in the area that
was once used for the Central Park in New York City, which it has since been replaced with the
Seagram Building. A park named "Times Square Park" is located south of the Plaza. The park is
similar to the former Central Park except that it is larger. East–west The east–west stretch contains
Times Square's main pedestrian street
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